Cabin Costs

Unfortunately the most asked question can not be easily answered.
What does a cabin cost?
It is almost impossible to answer the cost question due to the significant
number of variables involved in solving the cost equation. With some simple
information from you we can quickly get you approximate costs. Our Woody
Log Building System tmgives you significant ability to control the investment
you will make in your dream cabin or home.
Here are a few general questions that help drive the cost:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where are you building? (building design is dictated by the building location by state or country)
When are you building? (timber and material costs fluctuate almost daily affecting costs)
Seasonal or year round use? (this question determines the heat and insulation required)
What style of foundation is desired? (full basement, crawl space, concrete slab, on piers)
Are you a do it yourselfer or will you hire out the construction? (this determines labor costs)

The Woody Log Building System tm gives you tremendous flexibility to
design your dream cabin to your requirements not what somebody thinks
you should have. By allowing us to learn more about your goals and
dreams an estimate in quick order is available not only on the log kit
portion but on each phase of the project including “Turn Key” costs.
Choose one of our standard building designs or custom design your own.
Once we get a flavor of what works for you our sales group creates Free
floor plans and renderings that will help you visualize your dream.
Once the initial design and costs are determined then our building design
team creates detailed building blueprints suitable for permit applications.
This service is included as part of the cabin kit.
As you will find out most suppliers just want to sell you a pile of logs!
We have designed a log building system that details each cost for the entire
project which gets you a completed cabin not just a yard full of logs.

Contact cabinet at the link here and get your dream on the move
http://www.cabintek.com/contact-us.html

